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Relief for nursing staff, protection and comfort for patients and digitalisation that really makes everyday life
easier: these are the strengths of Stiegelmeyer's new products at MEDICA in Düsseldorf from 18 to 21
November.

  

Digital, smart, comfortable – the new Stiegelmeyer products at
MEDICA

Exciting innovations from Connectivity to the Quado bedside cabinet to
high-quality mattresses

Relief for nursing staff, protection and comfort for patients and digitalisation that really makes
everyday life easier: these are the strengths of Stiegelmeyer's new products at MEDICA in
Düsseldorf from 18 to 21 November.

Connectivity is the term under which Stiegelmeyer offers convincing digital solutions for the hospital and
nursing care sector. At MEDICA, visitors can explore the new Blue Bridge system extensively. Connected
beds send important status information to a dashboard, which nursing staff can view on the PC at the
nurses’ station as well as on their smartphones or tablets. Has a patient at risk of falling got out of bed? Is
the bed accidentally not in its protective lowest position or has its power plug been unintentionally
disconnected? Blue Bridge gives staff such information at a glance and enables them to react immediately.
The advantages are noticeable relief and greater legal certainty.



  

With the Stiegelmeyer Blue Bridge system, connected beds send important status information to a dashboard. The nursing staff can see whether a patient at risk of falling is standing up or
whether a bed has accidentally not been braked.

Evario hospital bed with scales

The new optional scales for the Evario hospital bed also provide relief, especially in intensive care units.
They weigh the patient with a precision of up to 200 grams, without the nurse having to transfer him or her
out of bed with great physical effort. The scales can be used in any mattress base position and are operated
easily and safely with a separate handset. The exact weight can be used to adjust the medication more
precisely, for example. With the integrated scale, the Evario is more than ever a "bed for all wards".

The great strength of the Quado bedside cabinet is that it can be used almost anywhere. The space-saving,
slim Quado is so flexible and intelligently designed that patients and nursing staff can still use a lot of
stowage and storage space. When a patient changes rooms, this bedside cabinet can simply be attached to
the head or footobard of the bed and easily transported. This eliminates the need for time-consuming
repacking and documentation of the patient's personal belongings. Thanks to its good mobility and low
weight, the Quado is also suitable as a medication trolley, especially in nursing homes. Its clear design also
makes cleaning easier. If several Quado bedside cabinets are not in use or are waiting to be reprocessed,
they can be pushed together to save space.

  

The wave cut of the Sky-therm® mattress provides particularly effective protection for pressure-sensitive areas of the body.

Three new mattresses

At MEDICA, Stiegelmeyer will present its innovative hospital beds – in addition to the Evario, the elegant
Puro with its outstanding hygiene properties and the robust Seta pro with integrated full-length safety sides.
With their many adjustment options, these beds offer a high degree of comfort. The choice of the right
mattress is of course also decisive for health-promoting sleep and effective decubitus prophylaxis.
Stiegelmeyer is presenting three new attractive models at MEDICA.

With its viscoelastic TEMPUR foam, the TEMPUR-MED® Premium mattress offers particularly high
protection against decubitus. The temperature-sensitive material adapts precisely to the body contour of the
patient and reduces punctual pressure loads. Clinical studies prove the effectiveness against decubitus.

The Sky-therm® mattress and the Soft-therm mattress also convince with good pressure distribution as well
as a dry microclimate and high flexibility. They adjust precisely to the mattress base so that patients enjoy



optimum support even in the Fowler or Cardiac Chair position. With the Sky-therm® mattress, a wave cut
between the base layer and the support ensures that pressure-sensitive areas of the body are protected by a
particularly thick Sky-therm® layer.

The Stiegelmeyer team is looking forward to welcoming all visitors in Hall 14 at Stand D05. Discover our
products in an inviting new stand concept.

https://www.stiegelmeyer-forum.com/en/trade-fairs-events/digital-smart-comfortable-the-new-stiegelmeyer-
products-at-medica.html
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